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EDUCATION Cornell University Ithaca, NY 

M.P.S. in Computing and Information Science 12/2020 (Expected) 

Cumulative GPA: 4.0/4.3 

Coursework: Foundations of Artificial Intelligence; Computer Graphics; Natural Language 
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UC Davis                                                                                                                                           Davis, CA                                                       

B.S. in Computer Science   05/2018 

PUBLICATION C-Face: Continuously Reconstructing Facial Expressions by Deep Learning Contours of the 
Face with Ear-mounted Miniature Cameras (accepted to UIST 2020) 

 Hardware: Designed form factors for earphone devices by 3D modeling; manufactured the 
form factors using a 3D printer; embedded RGB cameras on the prototypes to collect data 
for deep learning model training. 

 Software: Developed a visualization conversion algorithm that allows us to map 2D 
landmarks generated from Dlib Library to a rigged 3D face mesh.  

 Research: Conducted a thorough literature review on facial reconstruction methods and 
approaches for silent speech recognition. Designed and conducted a user study to fully 
tested the performance and practicality of our system. 

 Others: Video production and sketching, and paper writing. 

RESEARCH 

EXPERIENCE 

Ubiquitous Computing & HCI                                                                                     09/2019-Present 

Advisor: Dr. Cheng Zhang & Dr.  Francois Guimbretiere           

FingerTrak (acknowledged) (Published on IMWUT/UBICOMP 2020):  a minimal-obtrusive 
wristband that enables continuous 3D finger tracking and hand pose estimation with four 
miniature thermal cameras mounted closely on a form-fitting wristband. It explores the 
feasibility of continuously reconstructing the entire hand postures (20 hand joints positions) 
without the needs of seeing all fingers.  

 Robotics: Modified and designed 3D printed models for a robotic arm, which simulates 
movements for each finger.  

 Software: Used Arduino Nanos to drive the servos to control the joints and implemented 
an interface for the output of our deep learning model. The demo video is nominated as 
one of the three best demos in ECCV 2020. 

ExerciseTrak: a wearable system using a commodity smartwatch, which can continuously 
reconstruct the 3D posture of a single arm for 15types of common arm exercises and help users 
adjust movements. 

 Software: Used Blender to create a rigged 3D human model; Used Unity3D to process the 
data obtained from our deep learning model and streamed the data to drive the rigged 3D 
human model; Developed a conversion method to calculate relative position of elbows 
and wrists based on IMU data. 

 Research: Did a thorough literature review on body movement and exercise tracking 
technology in HCI field including Computer Vision based, RFID and WiFi based, Inertial 
Sensor based, and smartwatch-based technologies.  

ThermRing: Developed a new thermal interface to deliver information to smart watch users. 
Imbedded multiple Peltier modules to support programmable thermal feedback, with each of 
them being controlled independently but being formed together to generate distinguishable 
thermal patterns. 
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 Software: programmed the Peltier modules into 36 patterns including static and dynamic 
patterns. Used Python to invoke each Peltier modules to provide thermal feedback. 

 Design: To provide a realistic and comfortable feeling, designed flow pattern to provide 
consistent feedback to users. [Flow pattern: invoke only part of Peltier modules in 
sequence. 

 Others: Website construction and Logo Design for Sci Fi lab 

INDUSTRY 

EXPERIENCE 

Prometheus Time Series Anomaly Detection 
Project Leader, AICoE, Red Hat 

09/2019-12/2019 

 Used Python to preprocess metrics from the JSON file into time series. Feed data into Auto 
Regression Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model to generate prediction results. 

 Examined the seasonality of given data and implemented Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) 
model for better forecasting. 

 Reached an accuracy of 98.0% for hourly data, 96.1% for 30-minutely data and 98.6% for 
15-minutely data, and this model is deployed into Red Hat Prometheus project. 

NOTABLE 

PROJECT 

iOS Based Facial Reconstruction – A promising ground truth capturing system in Computer 
Vision 

Version1: Vertices capturing 

iOS end: 

 Applied ARKit so that the front camera of iPhone could capture nearly 3000 vertices (per 
frame) of the front face's geometric information, head rotation and UV light condition. 
The face vertices capturing system works in real-time and store all the data into a csv file. 
Since the data size is large, real-time transmitting through OSC or TCP requires a huge 
bandwidth, I chose to store the data locally in the iPhone end. 

Computer end: 

 Unity3D: Created a small demo scenario with a 3D face mesh, which will change based on 
the captured data; Drive the 3D face mesh by the data from previously stored in iOS end. 
This scenario is not only used to directly reconstruct the entire front face, but also to 
visualize the difference between ground truth captured by iOS front camera and the 
output of DL/ML model. 

 Python: Parsed the data stored in previous iOS end and only fetched facial geometric data 
for further usages. Read the output data from DL/ML model, then replaced previous 
corresponding ground truth data with new output to generate new visualization data. 

 Version2: Blend shape parameters 

iOS end: 

 Applied ARKit and ARFaceAnchor to capture the blend shape location data (Identifiers for 
specific facial features, for use with coefficients describing the relative movements of 
those features.). Instead of fetching vertices data, this method captured the movements 
of different blend shapes and only has 52 parameters, which could dramatically reduce 
the training time. Streamed the data to computer end using OSC (open sound control). 

Computer end: 

 Unity3D: Created a scenario with a pre-set 3D head mesh that has 52 blend shapes. Each 
blend shape corresponds to a parameter and will change accordingly. While receiving the 
streaming data from iOS, the system automatically stored the data for DL/ML use. 

Since these two projects are developed for current research project, I could not share the 
source code for now. 

RELEVANT 

SKILLS 

Programming Languages & Databases: Python, Java, C/C++, C#, Swift, JavaScript, MATLAB, R 

Machine Learning: (S)ARIMA, SVM, DTW, K-mean, Decision Tree 

Computer Graphics: Unity3D, Blender, 3D Modeling and Printing 

HCI: User Study Design; Fast Prototyping; Sketches; Gesture Design; Pattern Design. 

 


